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Real-life authors Tony Romano and Gary Anderson are veteran high school teachers and award-winning writers.
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Table of Contents No other textbook includes, in a single book, Chapter 1: Thinking About Writing;
Chapter 9: The Research Paper; Chapter 10: Writing About Literature; Chapter 11: Writing the College
Application Essay: Chapter 12: Writing Online; Chapter 13: Thinking Like a Writer: Creative Nonfiction; and
Appendix C: Writing for the ACT and SAT.
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The text has a voice Many textbooks are written by a committee, or the audience is not targeted well.
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Writing models This textbook includes both professional and student models. The models are culturally

EMC’s Expository Composition has personality, and is written for the high school student.

diverse and represent both classical and contemporary writers.
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Chapter features A great variety of features include practical, useful advice for writers at every level.
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Easy to use One of the toughest challenges for a writing teacher is deciding what to DO in class. The
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Updated with a new chapter devoted to writing online Technology is increasingly important to the
ways that students learn to write. Chapter 12: Writing Online guides teachers through various tech platforms.
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Students like the book The authors’ voices are personable, and the smaller sized book makes it easy to
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Online community of writers Students and teachers are able to submit their writing to a blog dedicated
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numerous exercises in each chapter and excellent teacher’s guide address this challenge well. Try one of the
exercises on pages 18, 276, or 428 today!

carry around!

to the textbook. Check out Discovering Your Voice at www.emcschool.net/expcompDYV today!

Support from the authors! Authors Tony Romano (tonyromano2@comcast.net)
and Gary Anderson (garyanderson@ymail.com) are available to answer questions.

Visit www.emcschool.com/expcomp today for more information!
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